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Doxie Go - Now Shipping Worldwide - Scan Anywhere, No Computer Required
Published on 11/28/11
Apparent's Doxie Go is now shipping worldwide. Doxie Go is tiny and cordless, with
built-in battery and memory that lets you scan anywhere - no computer required. Doxie's
included app syncs scans, organizes multi-page documents, creates searchable PDFs with
ABBYY OCR, and sends to the cloud - Evernote, Dropbox, and more. Doxie scans everything
from bills and receipts to reports, recipes, ideas, cards, photos, and everything else.
Raleigh, North Carolina - Apparent's Doxie Go is now shipping worldwide.
Doxie Go is tiny and cordless, with built-in battery and memory that lets you scan
anywhere - no computer required. Doxie's included app syncs scans, organizes multi-page
documents, creates searchable PDFs with ABBYY(R) OCR, and sends to the cloud - Evernote,
Dropbox, and more.
For all your paper:
Doxie scans everything from bills and receipts to reports, recipes, ideas, cards, photos,
and everything else.
Tiny and fast:
Doxie's tiny size means you can scan anywhere, no computer required. Scan full color pages
in just 8 seconds. Doxie saves multi-page PDF files, JPEG, and lossless PNG files to your
desktop. And built-in OCR means your PDFs are easily searchable.
Built-in battery and memory:
Scan up to 600 pages with built-in memory, or insert a USB flash drive or SD card for
endless storage.
Amazing Doxie 2.0 software:
Doxie 2.0 sets the standard in scanning apps. Sync scans, staple, and send directly to the
cloud.
Now Shipping Worldwide:
Doxie Go includes the cordless scanner, Doxie 2.0 software, and a carrying case. Buy from
Amazon or direct from Apparent for $199. Doxie ships to the U.S., Canada, Australia,
Japan, and all of Europe. Doxie Go works with Windows PCs, Mac OS X, and with an optional
accessory, iPhone & iPad.
Doxie Go:
http://www.getdoxie.com/product/doxie-go/
Purchase:
http://www.getdoxie.com/store/
Press Kit:
http://www.getdoxie.com/press/

Apparent makes smart devices and software that rocks. Our award-winning products and
brands include IntelliScanner smart barcode readers that organize every home, business,
and classroom; Barcode Producer, the industry standard Mac barcode maker for graphic
designers; and Doxie, the amazing scanner for documents. Copyright (C) 2011 Doxie. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple
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